wildbrumby gin

Tasting Notes

T

he wildbrumby distillery is a smallbatch craft distiller established in
2004, and located on the Alpine Way in the
Australian Snowy Mountains.

grows wild in the Snowy Mountains, help to
forge a bridge between the lively citrus flavours
and the bold, earthy tones of Juniper.

The result is a complex, multilayered and
delicious finish that never overpowers the
palate, and can be enjoyed neat or paired
with mixers of choice.

It creates a range of premium distilled
spirits, and the most recent addition to the
stable is wildbrumby gin, which won a gold
medal at the 2016 Melbourne International
Spirits Competition.

“ This is one

gin you really
must taste to
appreciate its
fullness on
the palate. ”

Distilled in traditional 'London' style,
wildbrumby gin has a fresh and
contemporary aromatic profile, and boasts
a balance and weight that rolls evenly
across front and back palates.

T h e p h i l o s o p h y o f t h i s l i tt l e S n o w y
Mountains distillery is to source the very
best of everything, from pure pH-balanced
alpine spring water, to high-quality neutral
spirit and organically home-grown fruit
and botanicals.

Wildbrumby founder and distiller Brad
Spalding attributes much of the depth and
'mouthfeel' of the gin to the purity, alkalinity
and mineral trace elements of the spring
water he uses in the distilling process.
Finding harmony and balance between
the selected aromatics is another area
of distinction, with the citrus fruit from
the family orchard grown to exacting
specifications.

This finely-tuned trio of citrus also help
to cut through mixers, making it an ideal
choice for those who truly want to taste the
gin in their tonic.
Gentle notes of Mountain Pepper Berry, that

▪ Structure : A clear and full-bodied
spirit
▪ Palate :
▪ Nose :

▪ Finish :

▪ Garnish :

A perfectly-rounded
'mouthfeel' that stretches
across the entire palate.
Aromatic juniper notes
combine with a trio
of citrus and a finely
balanced palate of other
botanicals.
Bold and complex with
a long and satisfying
aftertaste. Excellent in a
martini, and also cuts a
delicious path through
tonic.
Cucumber.

